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ALT-J (∆) – TARO https://youtu.be/S3fTw_D3l10



Powaqqatsi: Life in Transformation (1988)

• Experimental filmmaker Godfrey Reggio explores the 
conflict in third world countries between traditional ways 
of life and the new ways of life introduced with 
industrialization.

• Everyday lives of people living and working in 
impoverished countries, where modern life is fraught 
with difficulty. 

• The film spans the globe, from a massive gold mine in 
Brazil, to small villages in Africa, to a Nepalese temple.



Music

• Lyrics of the song are about Robert Capa a Hungarian 
war photographer, photojournalist and also the 
companion and professional partner of photographer 
Gerda Taró. 

• He covered five wars: the Spanish Civil War (1936 to 
1939), the Second Sino-Japanese War, World War II 
across Europe, the 1948 Arab-Israeli War, and the 
First Indochina War.



Why I’m showing this video?

1. I want to capture your attention
2. I think these images and the music can introduce the 

topic of my work (sustainability) 
3. I’m lazy so I’m going to show videos instead of talking
4. I like this music band (coming to BBK live in July)
5. I need inspiration because you are the most demanding 

audience I could ever have
6. I want to look cool (that is risky, especially if you don’t 

like the music)
7. All of the above



So what is my job?

• I try to understand how human societies are affecting the 
environment and vice versa

• Because we, as humans, are making our home (the planet) a 
very difficult place to live in 

• It’s important to understand where and why we are failing to 
live in harmony with the environment so we can change

• If we don’t change my daughter will see a very different 
world:
– Scarce resources
– Natural disasters
– Pollution
– War 
– Massive migrations
– Species extinction (us too???) ….



My actual 
employee

What is climate change????
Let’s listen to Morgan Freeman… 



Climate Change https://youtu.be/8YQIaOldDU8



IPCC 2007: Working Group 1 - AR4



http://geology.com/sea-level-rise/

http://journals.plos.org/ploson
e/article?id=10.1371/journal.po
ne.0118571



ITALY (Aosta Valley): The Prè de Bar glacier.

1929 2007

1920 2000

ITALY (MONTE ROSA): Indren Glacier



Beyond Climate Change

• Global environmental change is not only about climate change –
currently a dead-end debate. 

• A well-known study on planetary boundaries from the Stockholm 
Resilience Centre, which aimed to delineate a safe operating space 
for human societies, has clearly pointed out that human 
economies have led human societies to cross several other critical 
environmental thresholds: for example biodiversity loss and 
nitrogen pollution. 

• Others, fast approaching, include: 
– Ocean acidification;
– Land conversion to cropland;
– Water consumption;
– Phosphorus pollution.



Beyond Climate Change

• If dimensions like ozone depletion, thanks to a working 
international environmental treaty, are under control, others 
are not yet fully quantified, and do not look good. 

• This is the case of the concentration of aerosols in the 
atmosphere and of toxic substances (like plastic) in the 
environment. 

• Any of these boundaries, once crossed, implies abrupt 
changes in Earth-system processes, changes that could put at 
risk our civilization as we know it.

• I got a question on the Kyoto Protocol… that is a case of non 
working international environmental treaty. Next to be 
decided in Paris, December this year.



Why are we crossing these boundaries?

• In a nutshell, economies need to consume 
environmental resources to grow.

• Our technology is, indeed, improving in efficiency and 
thus reducing some key natural resources consumption 
per single item. However, we are also increasing our 
absolute consumption. The reasons include:
– the Jevons’ paradox (increased efficiency accelerates 

economic growth, further increasing the demand for 
resources);

– market-manipulated needs (“lifestyle” and need to keep 
track of latest novelties);

– programmed obsolescence;
– population growth. 



The sustainability problem 

• We want to live in wealthy economic conditions 
now and in the long term (present and future 
generations)

• We want to live in a healthy environment (not 
only here, but around the globe too, because it’s 
all connected)

• We need to find the balance between the two…
• It’s not easy!!! We need to establish limits in the 

way we exploit natural resources 



Schizophrenic World

• We know what we have to do… in theory …
• Example 1: need for clean (renewable) energy… So why?: 

– New explorations for Oil (e.g. in the Atlantic out of Canarias)
– Shale gas (aka Fracking)
– Carbon mines still there and working

• Example 2: need to reduce transportation 
(environmental ) costs… So why?
– Global value chain… 
– "assembled" product whose components come from a great 

diversity of producers, each of which is competing furiously 
within its component niche

– Competition at the global level



Ecosystem services

Flow

Ecosystem Services:

the effects on human well-being 
of the flow of benefits from an 
ecosystem endpoint to a human 
endpoint at given extents of space 
and time



An example: Food security (agriculture & ES)

• Population 
growth
– 7.2 to 9.6 B. 

(2050)
• Diet 

preferences
• Energy needs
• Expansion of 

middle class in 
BRICS

• Climate 
Change

D P IS
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§ Food Production
§ Animal Feed 
§ Biofuels
§ Biomaterials

§ 35% of Earth’s land 
surface (1999) 

§ Every year 6 million 
hectares more

§ Intensive farming

§ Mobility of nutrients 
(N, P) and related 
pollution

§ Soil erosion and 
degradation

§ GHG emissions
§ Water withdrawals
§ Biodiversity
§ …

?



Case Study (Balbi et al., 2015)
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§ Wide flatlands surrounded by 
mountains to the South and to the 
North

§ 35% of land use is agriculture
§ 92% of agriculture are rain-fed cereals
§ 30% of the land under use of nitrate 

restrictions 

Trade-off 3 to 4 kg of yield 
per each Kg of CO2 eq. 
(N2O)
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How did I get here???

1. Until 16 I was sure I was going to become a football player…
2. My marks at school were just ok but not outstanding
3. I started University in business and economics: I wanted to make 

money…
4. I got pissed off with marketing and consumerism and I realized I 

loved mountains and the ocean more than anything, and that 
there is no money that can buy them…



How did I get here???

5. I escaped from business economics and started 
environmental economics (Master’s degree)

6. I lived abroad in different places…
§ Porto - Balneario Camboriu’- Port of Spain

7. Then started a Ph.D. on sustainable development
8. Then I lived abroad in different places…
§ Brussels- Canberra – Lisbon

9. Then I started as researcher in Venice
10. Then I finally arrived to Euskal Herria
§ Balbi in Bilbo…



http://prezi.com/wrz5ioxmbdcp/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy



Wait a second… 
What is a PhD? 



What is a Doctorate (PhD)?

• You do an original research, adding new evidence to 
science and deciding the themes you want to study!

• Several organization provide doctoral grants or contacts: 
Universities, BG and Education ministry à You need a 
Master Degree and good marks!!

• You devote a minimum of 3-4 years

• You can make the doctorate and research in Natural 
Sciences, Social Sciences, Economics, Health Sciences, 
Engineering, Computer Science,Art, Linguistics… for 
example



What is a Doctorate (PhD)?

Once you write a thesis (or dissertation) and defend it:   
you become a “Doctor”

And you can continue with your (research) career in 
Academia, or in the private sector, or in NGOs …..



How is our daily work like? What attitudes are needed to be a scientist?

Being a 
scientist



• Improve Knowledge of Our World
Physical, Animal, Human, ...

• Overcome Gaps in our Knowledge
Know what we don´t know
Don´t know what we don´t know

• Science: Developing New Knowledge
Filling Gaps

But first of all… what is science?

There is no reason anyone would 
want a computer in their home.
– K. Olsen, Digital Equipment 1977.

• Open-Minded System of Knowledge
Requires Changing Our Mind to
Evolve and Adapt Knowledge



So which are the attitudes needed?

• Lively and dynamic
• Open-minded, cooperative and adaptive
• Courious

– Question everything!
– Think out of the box!

• Be tenacious, Tough and Patient… 
– Trust yourself and don´t give up!

• Be ethical (don’t sell yourself), work for a better society

• Improve your English so you can reach more people

I find I'm luckier when I work harder.
— Denton A. Cooley

Remember the two benefits of failure. First, if you do fail, you learn what doesn't work; 
and second, the failure gives you the opportunity to try a new approach.

― Roger Von Oech

And... work hard to achieve your 
objectives!



professor-murmann.info/index.php/weblog/teaching

• Knowledge Economy: 
-New Knowledge will Improve our Well-Being
-Countries investing in Science and Technology are Wealthier

• Basque Government & EU 
-Investing in Science

• Science can be:
-Job Opportunity and
professional career
-Exciting Work, you lead
your research and you
are continuously learning

Why becoming a scientist?



You have seen what is Research about...
Now make your choice!

• Research: Reading, Experimenting, Doing fieldwork, 
Questioning & Communicating

• Freedom to Explore the World (mentally and physically)
• Going into the Unknown… Where will it take you?

Your Day: 8 hours Work, 8 hours Sleep, 8 hours “Leisure”

Do something you enjoy!



Don’t be afraid to dream https://youtu.be/HhFxQlDPjaY



ESKERRIK ASKO!


